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Abstract—We introduce optical local-area network (LAN)
architectures based on multimode optical fiber and components,
short wavelength lasers and detectors, and the widely used fast
Ethernet protocol. These architectures are designed to lower
the costs associated with passive optical LAN implementation.
Further reduction in overall cost is achieved through decreased
network downtime, lower maintenance cost, extended geometrical
spans, and larger headroom for future capacity increase. These
optically transparent networks represent a novel approach for
implementing fiber-to-the-desk.
Index Terms—Collision detection, embedded clock transport,
fast Ethernet, fiber-to-the-desk, passive optical local-area net-
works.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE extensive growth of Internet traffic at the end of thelast century contributed to telecom industry boom, leading
to massive deployment of optical fiber primarily in core and
metropolitan networks. Although optical local-area network
(LAN) standards are available [1], [2], copper interconnects
continue to be more dominant. Gigabit Ethernet technology is in
wide use thanks to Category 5e, although connection distances
have been reduced and technical problems more prevalent.
Finding a new solution for the fiber-optic network that will be
used in fiber-to-the-desk (FTTD) application, which will bring
down the overall implementation cost while offering better
performance than copper-based network, remains a challenge.
A problem that designers encounter is that sometimes
networks have to operate in environments that are ”polluted”
by interfering electromagnetic radiation, e.g., power plants,
airport buildings, military facilities, etc. In these environments,
unshielded twisted pair (UTP) transmission can be subject to
long packet delay and inherently low throughput. Optical fibers,
on the other hand, offer an excellent nonemissive transmission
medium and at the same time are completely insensitive to
incoming radiation.
Increased interest in using optical fiber all the way to indi-
vidual PCs is manifest in larger companies where storage area
networking, data backup demands, and sharing access to large
databases [3] are of great importance. These firms are willing
to invest in optical fiber when upgrading their networks since
they offer larger headroom for future bandwidth increase. Nev-
ertheless, for as long as the overall cost of fiber network remains
high, they will continue to use the copper medium. Furthermore,
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to exploit fiber running to the desktop in smaller offices and
homes, the overall cost of the network must be even lower. An
additional impediment is the need for optoelectrical conversion
in the network interface card (NIC). In the future these costs
may be overcome by using low-cost CMOS technology with
the receiver front-end monolithically integrated with the pho-
todetector [4], [5].
In this paper, two broadband passive optical LAN archi-
tectures are introduced. The proposed networks have short
downtime, low maintenance cost, extended geometrical spans
compared with the network span specified in the short-wave-
length optical LAN standard [2], and larger headroom for
future capacity increase. These networks are novel because
it is the first time that the fast Ethernet protocol has run
on a passive optical star network. As a consequence, a few
changes at the physical layer level had to be implemented,
since the newly designed networks use a common medium.
These changes have to do with the collision detection method
and the synchronization of bursty traffic, which are the main
issues that are discussed in this paper.
Presented optical LANs are based on the most widely
used standard, IEEE 802.3 , namely, 100BASE-T. Most
contemporary computers use this standard. The fiber-optic
data transport standard 100BASE-FX cannot be used since
we propose point-to-multipoint transmission in contrast to the
point-to-point transmission in 100BASE-FX networks.
To achieve affordable application of optical transmission in
the LANs, we have used multimode fibers, which are less vulner-
able for misalignment and dust particles and short wavelength
components to make the system more economically attrac-
tive. Laser diodes (LDs) and vertical-cavity surface-emitting
laser (VCSELs) operating at 850 nm are less expensive than
lasers operating at 1300 and 1550 nm. They also open the
possibility of integrating a Si photodiode with the receiver
front-end using straightforward CMOS technology. The LDs
that we have used in the network realization show relaxation
oscillation at a frequency well beyond the information band-
width. In this way the speckle pattern, which originates from
the interference and causes modal noise, will become ”invis-
ible” to the receiver. The modal noise can also be reduced by
using broad linewidth VCSELs. This was taken into account
when choosing proper light sources for the network realiza-
tion. Integrated multimode optical devices based on polymers
are used that have potential for low-cost realization [6], [7].
Moreover, fiber-to-the-chip coupling is facilitated using those
devices since they contain larger waveguides commensurate
with the multimode fiber cores.
This paper is organized as follows. Two architectures for
FTTD application are introduced in Section II. Solutions for
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two principal problems, namely, synchronization and collision
detection, are discussed in Section III. In Section IV, the
functionality of both analog and digital parts of the physical
layer device are described. Practical implementation and
experimental results are presented in Section V. In Section VI,
we review the results and give suggestions for a definitive
implementation.
II. TWO FIBER-TO-THE-DESK ARCHITECTURES
To facilitate a smooth transition from existing copper-based
networks to future optical LANs, we have chosen Ethernet tech-
nology since it is the most successful networking technology
to date and has been deployed in nearly every corporate and
campus network [8]–[10]. The use of Ethernet technology pro-
vides low-cost high-performance architectures.
A carrier sense multiple access with collision detect
(CSMA/CD), on which Ethernet is based, provides the
equal-priority access to shared medium. The shared medium
however, is not used in fast Ethernet switched networks where
collisions occur only in switches. Introducing switches has
the disadvantage that they require power supplies and regular
maintenance, and a large number of switches can increase
costs. Since copper-based cables cannot reach more than 100
m, more switches have to be placed to connect larger distances.
Another disadvantage of switched networks is delay in the
switches. New switches now on the market overcome this
problem, but some delay will always be present compared
to passive star couplers, which in passive optical networks
introduce almost no delay. These reasons have led us to base
our new network architectures on low-cost passive integrated
multimode optical couplers that require neither an electrical
supply nor extra maintenance and can be easily coupled to mul-
timode fibers. Passive star couplers also offer us the possibility
for point-to-multipoint connection.
The first proposed optical LAN is the optically transparent
network of Fig. 1.
Network segmentation is done by means of coarse wave-
length-division multiplexing (WDM). The network config-
uration is star formed and segmented in ministars, which
offers geographical advantages. Each segment of the LAN
uses its own assigned wavelength. A common signal transfer
path to the router is created by inserting a multimode coarse
WDM (de)multiplexer. In this way cabling length, which is
determined by the maximum allowable signal delay prescribed
by the standard, is reduced. The stability requirements for the
lasers are not so stringent since multimode fibers are used and
the wavelengths are not so densely packed as in public switched
telephone network applications.
The ministars consist of the end nodes that show an extensive
mutual exchange of information. The geographical spread of
these nodes is small, so that a long common transmission line to
the router is allowed. The stars are implemented using passive
optical star couplers. Electronic circuitry is only required in the
router, which facilitates maintenance.
One disadvantage of this architecture is found in the fact that
the different NICs in the end nodes require different wavelength
light sources for each ministar. Another is the limited span of the
Fig. 1. Optically transparent LAN for FTTD application based on multiple
single-wavelength optical stars using a different wavelength for each ministar.
Fig. 2. Optical LAN for FTTD application based on single-wavelength star
using the same wavelength for each ministar.
network because both the end nodes and the router belong to the
same collision domain, limited in length by the standard.
To overcome these drawbacks, an alternative architecture is
presented in Fig. 2.
In this case, an electronic switch is introduced with a gigabit
Ethernet uplink on a single fiber pair to the router. The uplink
can also be made using a single fiber at the cost of the power
budget, since an extra splitter/coupler pair has to be introduced
to split the up- and downstream traffic. The cost is a critical
factor when choosing a single-fiber or a fiber-pair solution, al-
though this specific cost will be shared among all the users in
the LAN.
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The main advantage of this architecture is that the NICs can
be identical for the end nodes all over the LAN since all the
ministars use the same wavelength. The network span is larger
since the end nodes in the ministars and the router do not belong
to the same collision domain; thus the distance from the end
nodes in the ministar to the switch can be up to 400 m. The
total bandwidth is shared only among the users within the same
ministar. The number of users is limited by the losses in the star
coupler and is typically about 16 to 32 users. The disadvantage
is that electronic equipment, including the power supply, must
be installed outside of the router cabinet, but there is only one
switch that connects all the ministars, whereas the end nodes are
interconnected by means of the passive star coupler.
Two other possibilities for overcoming the problems of the
first architecture come to mind. One is the introduction of
an electronic bridge instead of an electronic switch. This is a
cheaper solution with much smaller throughput. Another is
the introduction of a fast Ethernet switch that supports parallel
switching with an extra coarse WDM (de)multiplexer between
the switch and the router to support parallel transmission from
and to different ministars.
The overall cost and specific application will guide users in
choosing among the proposed architectures. In all the architec-
tures the fiber lengths are limited by neither dispersion nor at-
tenuation but mostly by the protocol itself, as can be seen in
Fig. 3.
Even with 16 users per ministar, we can still have more than
1 km of fiber for the bit rate of 125 Mb/s prescribed by the
standard [1].
The proposed architectures require changing the physical
layer implementation in the ISO-OSI model while the medium
access control (MAC) layer and higher layers remain unaltered.
This facilitates network realization and lowers the overall cost.
Such a realization is supported by the medium-independent
interface (MII) connector between the MAC and the physical
layer by means of which several different physical layer devices
(PLDs) can work on the existing NIC. Although in the final
realization cost consideration will lead to integration of the
Physical and Data Link Layer, we have concentrated on the
realization of a new PLD that can be attached to the existing
NIC equipped with the MII interface. Two stumbling blocks,
synchronization of bursty traffic and collision detection, had to
be resolved.
III. SYNCHRONIZATION AND COLLISION DETECTION
Since both architectures are based on passive star couplers,
we have a common shared medium for the signal transmission,
inherited from the original 10BASE-T Ethernet standard. This
is in contrast to 100BASE-T Fast Ethernet, where each user has
a separate path to a bridge or a switch. In the latter, synchro-
nization is facilitated since continuous transmission between the
end node and a bridge or a switch can be maintained. When no
packets are transmitted, the IDLE signal is transmitted for syn-
chronization. On the other hand, the use of a shared medium
in our new architectures excludes this possibility and we had to
find a solution for the synchronization of burst traffic, since the
end node is allowed to transmit only when it has a packet.
Fig. 3. Maximum fiber length versus bit rate for the system with 16 end nodes
in the ministar. Both attenuation in the system and dispersion in the fiber are
taken into account.
Another problem to be solved was collision detection. In the
existing 100BASE-T IEEE media specification, collision detec-
tion has been performed in the digital part of the PLD and is
based on detection of simultaneous transmission and reception
of data signals. We could use a similar approach but the received
data cannot be recovered at the beginning of the packet without
being synchronized; that would have caused a large delay in the
collision detection process, decreasing the network throughput.
A. Synchronization
The simplest solution of the synchronization problem is to use
a multiplexing technique allowing simultaneous transmission
of clock and data signals: for example, use WDM and introduce
an extra wavelength for clock signal transmission, subcarrier
multiplexing, or even spectrally encoded optical code-division
multiple access [11]. Although these solutions might have been
simple to realize, they would most certainly have led to an
increase in overall network cost, something that we wished
to avoid.
To keep the costs low, we propose using the embedded clock
transport (ECT) technique, where an analog sinusoidal signal
is simultaneously sent in addition to the data signal during the
whole packet duration. Provided that the clock signal in the PLD
at the transmitting side has been generated using this sinusoidal
signal, we can recover data at the receiving side. Separation of
the encoded data signal, sent in packets, and the synchroniza-
tion signal can be performed by using simple filtering, given
that the frequency content of the signals does not overlap. Intro-
ducing the extra synchronization signal improves detection at
the cost of increased power consumption. The ECT technique
is simple and effective and scales very well with bit rate, so this
synchronization technique can also be used when upgrading the
networks introduced here so that they can accommodate the gi-
gabit Ethernet protocol.
The actual bit rate of the signal transmitted through the fiber
when using the fast Ethernet protocol is 125 Mb/s. To generate
these data, a 125-MHz clock is used. Since the data signal is
NRZ-I encoded after 4B/5B coding [1], its power spectral den-
sity will have a quadratic sinc shape with the first spectral null
appearing at 125 MHz. This offers us an opportunity to insert a
synchronization signal at this frequency, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Power spectral densities of the NRZ-I encoded signal and synchronization signal.
Fig. 5. Block scheme for the clock and data recovery circuit in the receiver.
As can be seen from Fig. 4, a narrow-band 125-MHz syn-
chronization signal cannot seriously affect received data signals,
keeping in mind that 95% of the data signal power is contained
in the spectrum between the frequencies of 0 and 0.75 times the
data rate. This means that we can easily separate the signals by
using two filters: a bandpass filter with a center frequency of
125 MHz for the synchronization signal and a bandstop filter
with the same center frequency for the data signal. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The recovery time of the synchronization signal will depend
on the type of bandpass filter used and its response time. The
best choice can be found by studying the tradeoff between
quality factor and filter response. On the one hand, we would
like to have a filter with a rather narrow passband to eliminate
the presence of the data signal; on the other hand, we need a
quick response time of the filter to achieve fast synchronization.
The amplifiers placed after the filters serve to make a clock
signal out of the synchronization sinusoidal signal in the clock
path and amplify the signal amplitude in the data path. The
delays in both paths might be different, and this is the reason
we have added an extra delay line to synchronize the data and
the clock signals. Finally, a decision circuit is used for data
recovery.
B. Collision Detection
Collision detection is a mechanism that has been added to
CSMA/CD, which in turn has been implemented in the MAC
layer. This mechanism ensures that a given station will not start
sending packets as long as another station in the same collision
domain is occupying the shared transmission medium. Further-
more, it will discontinue transmission in case an incoming signal
from another station is detected at the same time.
Several collision detection methods have been proposed for
fiber-optic CSMA/CD networks [12]. We chose to use a di-
rectional coupling method in combination with average power
sensing due to the simplicity of implementation.
The directional coupling method uses a special coupling, or
interconnection technique, which ensures that the transmitting
station can listen to all stations but itself. Collision detection in
this system is straightforward. If a station senses data at its re-
ceiver while it is transmitting, it means that some other station
is also transmitting and thus a collision has occured [12]. But, at
the beginning of the receiving process, we do not have synchro-
nization; thus no data bits can be recovered. To detect a collision,
we have to combine another method, average power sensing, in
which detection of the incoming signal is determined based on
the average power carried.
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To implement this type of collision detection, a special
reflective-type star coupler has to be used. The idea for im-
plementing such a coupler has been proposed in [13], but we
want to realize it as a low-cost multimode integrated-optic
component. Depending on the optical star design, one or two
fibers can be used per user for signal transmission. In the case
of a one-fiber system, fiber cost is lower but an additional
2 2 coupler must be placed before the transceiver in the
NIC to split up- and downstream traffic.
Another condition for this type of collision detection is that
all the sources in a given ministar use laser diodes of identical
wavelength, which is exactly the case in our architectures. In
order to predict a link budget that fits all the hosts, the output
power of laser diodes in each of the hosts should be nearly
identical. Fluctuations in the transmitting lasers will always
occur and must be reflected in the threshold level for collision
detection.
To implement the collision detection mechanism, we have to
calculate optical power level at the photodetector in both of the
architectures. It is obvious from Figs. 1 and 2 that optical sig-
nals in every ministar are physically separated from the signals
in other ministars, so collisions will occur only within a single
ministar. To calculate power levels, we have to take into account
losses in the fiber, connectors, star coupler, and the first archi-
tecture WDM (de)multiplexer. The main signal attenuation will
be in the passive star couplers [7], especially if more users are
connected to the same ministar. Laser output power must be suf-
ficiently large to compensate for the losses. In the first proposed
architecture, lasers that are built in the router NICs must supply
greater output power to compensate for the WDM losses such
that the signal received from the router does not differ much in
power level compared to the signals received from another end
node within the same ministar. To include degradation of the
components with aging, some margin must also be taken into
account.
In an ideal case, when a signal is received that is larger than
a certain noise level, we will sense the carrier from another end
station. An appropriate signal RX_COL that goes to the MAC
layer will be set high to indicate that an other end station is al-
ready occupying the transmission medium. In the case that no
other end station is transmitting, we will have no signal on the
line. On the other hand, if the level of the received signal when
a packet is transmitted is high enough, carrier sensing will be
simple. The digital part of the PLD now checks whether the
NIC is transmitting and, if that is the case, activates the col-
lision mechanism in the MAC layer. If the end station is not
transmitting, it defers transmission according to the CSMA/CD
protocol. But, sending the synchronization signal requires that
the laser work in its linear regime, which means that there will
always be some light transmitted, even when no data packet is
sent. Although this power level is low, it has to be taken into ac-
count when more users are connected to the same ministar. To
sense the carrier, we must have signal-level differences in the
case that no packet is transmitted and in the case that the signal
is transmitted. Taking into account all the variations in signal
levels, caused by the lasers and passive optical components we
have to place a threshold between the two levels such that car-
rier sense signal is high when the threshold is crossed. This is
Fig. 6. Threshold-level determination for the carrier sense.
presented in Fig. 6. The threshold level will mainly depend on
the type of lasers used in the system and the number of users in
the ministar.
Since the data packet is accompanied by the synchronization
signal, there are three possibilities for measuring the received
signal level that will be used to determine the threshold. We can
either separately measure the average value of the data and the
synchronization signal after filtering or the level of the combi-
nation of both before that.
Provided that the signal is encoded and possibly scrambled,
it is very difficult to measure the mean of the data signal, for
example, after integration, since the value varies depending on
the integration constant. The larger the integration period, the
more accurate the result is, but the time for the carrier sense
is also longer and that will cause a decrease in throughput. On
the other hand, if we want to measure the mean value of the
synchronization signal in the absence of the data signal, since
it should yield a more constant value after a shorter integration
time, we will get zero since the dc component is eliminated by
means of a bandpass filter. Some methods can be used to over-
come this problem, but this would only complicate the design.
The simplest method for determining the received signal level is
to measure it before the signals are split into data and synchro-
nization components (Fig. 5). Tapping a part of the signal in the
receiver and bringing it to the integrator is the best way to de-
termine the received signal level. Although the value obtained
varies with the integration constant due to changes in the data,
we can set the threshold based on the level obtained from the
synchronization signal only and the mean data value will only
contribute to exceed that threshold in the case that the data signal
is unipolar. If the threshold is reached, then the carrier is sensed.
Based on this signal, we can detect a collision by sensing the si-
multaneous presence of the transmitted signal.
IV. ANALOG AND DIGITAL PARTS OF THE PLD
A. Analog Part of the PLD
Introducing an extra synchronization signal requires modifi-
cation of the analog part of the transmitter in PLD, with respect
to the original 100BASE-T IEEE media specification, since here
the combination of the data and the sinusoidal signal has to be
transmitted. Sending a sine-shaped signal requires that the laser
operating point always lays in the linear part of the P–I curve,
which is presented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Direct modulation of the laser with combined data and synchronization
signals.
To simplify the implementation, the laser is usually directly
modulated using on–off keying modulation format with various
modulation depths. In order to facilitate collision detection, the
difference in transmitted power when data packet is transmitted
or is not must be as large as possible. If the bias current of the
laser is chosen such that the operating point is in the middle of
the linear part of the P–I curve, we will have light even when
there is no data packet to be transmitted and the difference be-
tween the signal levels with and without data would be very
small. This would make it very difficult to set up a threshold
level for carrier sensing. The threshold level must be kept as
low as possible when the data are not transmitted in order to fa-
cilitate carrier sensing and eventually collision detection.
A solution to this problem has been found in using two bias
currents. One will set up the operating point when there is no
data to be transmitted ( ), and the other ( ) when data
are transmitted, as shown in Fig. 7.
The first bias current will be slightly larger than the threshold
current. Emitted power will be very low, and the laser can re-
spond to quick changes in operating point when necessary, since
it has already been turned on. Due to this small emitted power,
we will receive the summed powers from all the other end sta-
tions in the ministar, even when the end stations are not trans-
mitting data. If the power level is much smaller than the power
received from an end station transmitting a data packet, added
to the power from the other end stations that are not transmit-
ting data, we can easily set up the threshold level to sense the
carrier. When the end station is ready to transmit the packet, the
bias current has to be changed such that the sinusoidal synchro-
nization signal can be sent without distortion. The condition to
be met is that there is no clipping even in the presence of the
data signal. This means that total signal amplitude must remain
Fig. 8. Start of stream delimiter is inserted just in front of the start of frame
delimiter to be sure that synchronization has been achieved.
within the linear part of the P–I curve. This leads to a tradeoff
between the signal amplitude and the bias current. In order to
facilitate detection, it is better to have a larger difference be-
tween the logical levels of the data signal. On the other hand,
since we use only the sum of the zero mean value synchroniza-
tion signal and the bias current for carrier sensing, a larger bias
current would facilitate collision detection.
The main analog parts of the receiver—the clock, data
recovery, and carrier sense circuit—have been presented in
Section III.
B. Digital Part of the PLD
The digital part of the PLD has to accommodate both sig-
nals coming from the MAC Layer via MII for the transmitter
and process signals coming from the analog part of the receiver
before proceeding to the MAC layer. All the signals passing
through the MII interface must be in conformance with the IEEE
803.2 standard. The interface accommodates two 4-bit data
buses and several control signals to provide the communication
needed between the MAC and Physical layer [1]. There are sev-
eral differences between the standard PLD and our new PLD.
First, we do not use an IDLE signal for synchronization in
order to avoid constant collisions. Moreover, we do not require
a JAM signal, which is used by the hub to indicate that some
other station is transmitting, thereby commencing the collision
detection process. This is due to the fact that we have here a
point-to-multipoint connection and all the end stations sense the
shared medium at the same time. Another difference is that we
do not require extra data encoding, such as MLT-3, to reduce
bandwidth, since we have enough bandwidth available in the op-
tical fiber. Data scrambling can also be avoided. The preamble
of the data packet is slightly changed due to the synchroniza-
tion problem. Since the synchronization will not be established
during the first several bytes of the data packet, we cannot place
a start of stream delimiter (SSD) at the beginning of the packet,
as it will not be detected. In the original standard, this has been
used to distinguish data packets from the IDLE signal. To detect
the beginning of the packet, the safest way is to put SSD just in
front of the start of frame delimiter (SFD), so we can be sure
that the synchronization has been achieved at that point and that
the packet can be recognized. This is shown in Fig. 8.
Another extra feature that we have inherited from the original
10BASE-T Ethernet is jabber detection. This is important for
disconnecting end stations that are continuously transmitting,
leading to a constant collision. After some predefined period,
Unjab time, a station can be connected again. To disconnect a
station, a special signal is used that switches off the laser by
decreasing its bias current. All the other functions stay the same.
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup for the transmission part of the new PLD.
We have to stress that PLDs must have an internal clock running
at 125 MHz that can be switched from free-running value to
the value determined by the incoming synchronization signal,
which is specified in the standard. This is important since we
have a synchronization signal only during the duration of the
data packet.
V. REALIZATION, EXPERIMENTS, AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were separately conducted for the transmitter
and the receiver in the PLD, in order to have a better insight in
their functionality. Both the transmitter and the receiver consist
of analog and digital circuitry. The digital part is implemented
using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) chip form the
Altera APEX 20 K chip family and we have fabricated separate
printed circuit boards (PCBs) for the transmitter and the receiver
analog parts. A receiver comprises separate clock and data re-
covery circuits and the carrier sense circuit.
The experimental setup for the transmission part of the PLD
is shown in Fig. 9. The NIC used in the experiment is equipped
with the MII interface.
The digital data that are to be transmitted through the network
in the form of fast Ethernet packet are applied via a 40-pin MII
connector to the input of the PCB with the FPGA chip. The cable
length between the MII connector and this PCB must be short
enough to avoid extra delays in transmission. A logical level
converter is placed in between to convert the transistor–tran-
sistor logic signals from the MAC layer to low-voltage differ-
ential signals that are brought to the FPGA input.
For proper functioning of the NIC, the analog part of the PLD
provides a 25-MHz clock, since the data coming from the MAC
layer are clocked with this frequency. The actual data rate on the
line is 125 Mb/s, which means that the FPGA must also run at
this clock frequency.
After SSD is added to the MAC frame, data are 4B/5B en-
coded, scrambled (can be switched off), and converted to a serial
form with the data rate of 125 Mb/s. The data stream proceeds
toward the analog PCB circuitry for conversion to an optical
signal. This data are monitored using a logic analyzer.
In the analog PCB, a synchronization signal is added to
the data signal. After both signals are amplified, a dc current
( ) is added for appropriate biasing. Such a signal
is added to the biasing current when data packets are
to be transmitted. This has been done via a switch that is
controlled by the TX_EN signal from the MAC Layer. When
a packet is to be transmitted, a TX_EN signal is high and that
opens the gate of a junction field-effect transistor that supplies
three extra currents to the anode of the laser.
When there is no packet to be transmitted, only the small bias
current ( ) is flowing through the laser, contributing only to
increase of the dc level of the received signal.
Another signal that controls the switch is the Jabber signal,
which is activated to open the switch when the end station, due
to malfunction of the NIC, is transmitting a data stream much
longer than the longest packet prescribed by the standard.
A laser that is placed at the front-end of the transmitter is di-
rectly modulated by signals from the analog PCB. Two types of
short wavelength lasers working at 790 and 850 nm have been
used. Two different operating wavelengths were necessary for
realization of the first architecture shown in Fig. 1. Choosing
the wavelengths far apart from each other facilitates the realiza-
tion of the multimode coarse WDM (de)multiplexer. The laser
operating at 790 nm is of the Fabry–Pérot type, while the laser
operating at 850 nm is a VCSEL. The two lasers have different
values of bias current, which has to be taken into account when
setting the operating points of the lasers. Nevertheless, they both
have very linear P–I curves. The spectrum of both lasers is broad
enough to avoid speckle noise.
We also measured the relaxation oscillation frequency of the
Fabry–Pérot laser to determine whether it is far beyond the data
spectrum. The results showed that it is at least 1.6 GHz for the
smallest bias current, which means that the modal noise may be
negated. The spectral linewidth of the laser is about 4 nm, while
the linewidth of the light from the VCSEL is 3.5 nm.
To analyze the effect of modal noise, we have placed a camera
at the fiber end and observed the intensity of the light in the
cross-section of the multimode fiber. Almost no speckle pattern
was visible, which makes the system less vulnerable for fiber
misalignment and dust particles.
We used in the experiment a 50/125 m silica graded-index
multimode optical fiber with attenuation coefficient of
2.5 dB/km.
The experimental setup for the receiver is shown in Fig. 10.
In the same figure, we have presented more details of the analog
part of the receiver.
A photodetector with typical responsivity of
mA/mW is pleased at the front-end of the receiver. In
the analog part of the receiver, carrier sense and clock and
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Fig. 10. (a) Experimental setup for the receiving part of a new PLD in FTTD network. (b) Analog part of the receiver.
TABLE I
OPTICAL POWER RECEIVED AT THE PLD IN ONE OF THE END NODES IN THE
MINISTAR WHEN I) NO OTHER END STATION IS SENDING DATA, II) ONE OUT
OF EIGHT END STATIONS IS SENDING DATA, III) THE ROUTER IS SENDING
DATA SIGNAL (ONLY VALID FOR THE FIRST ARCHITECTURE)
data recovery are implemented. Signals obtained are further
transported to the digital part, where the signals are processed,
and via the MII connector sent to the NIC. The packet content
is monitored using a logic analyzer.
After passing through the transimpedance amplifier, the re-
ceived signal is split in three. One part goes to the carrier sense
circuit and a second part goes to the clock and data recovery cir-
cuit, where it is further split in a data and clock recovery path.
Fig. 11. The range of threshold levels in the analog part of the PLD in the end
nodes that are directly connected to the multimode star coupler.
The carrier sense circuit contains amplifiers and an integrator
that consists of two cascades of RC LP filters. The signal
obtained is applied to the comparator input, where its level is
compared to the predefined dc value representing the threshold
obtained previously in Fig. 6.
In the receiver, power levels at the input of the photodetector
have to be calculated based on measurements. To simplify the
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Fig. 12. Delay between the TX_EN signal from the transmitter in one of the end stations in the ministar and the CRS signal at the receiver in another belonging
to the same ministar.
TABLE II
BIT DELAY CONSTRAINTS: MDI TO MII DELAY CONSTRAINTS (EXPOSED MII,
HALF-DUPLEX MODE)
results, we have calculated the power when only the biased syn-
chronization signal is transmitted since we can quickly deter-
mine the mean value of the signal after integration over several
signal periods. This is presented in Table I. Measured values
can be used to calculate the signal levels in the worst case situa-
tion when only the synchronization signal is transmitted through
the ministar. Digital data that are added to the synchronization
signal increase the mean value of the received signal that should
exceed the threshold when a packet is transmitted through the
ministar. When the carrier is sensed, a signal RX_COL is set
high.
The values presented in columns I and II of Table I apply
to both architectures, while column III applies only to the first
architecture since the end nodes and the router do not belong to
the same collision domain in the second architecture.
The measured losses of the WDM (de)multiplexer include
connector losses. Results show that we have typically 16 dB
greater received power in the case where the packet is trans-
mitted on the line, even when the digital data are not included.
This gives us sufficient room to place a threshold. The threshold
range can be calculated using the responsivity of the photode-
tector, amplification of the transimpedance amplifier, and inte-
gration constant of the integrator. The range of threshold levels
obtained through measurements at the comparator input is pre-
sented in Fig. 11.
The absolute received power at the photodetectors for dif-
ferent end nodes actually varies. Results for the received power
represent the worst case and are valid for receivers that are di-
rectly connected to the star coupler. To calculate the power at the
receiver, in the router extra loss in the WDM (de)multiplexer has
to be added.
To compensate WDM losses, a laser placed in the router must
supply greater power than the lasers in the end nodes of the
ministar, so that the threshold range will stay unchanged.
To prove that the carrier sense complies with the standard
specifications, we have measured the delay between the TX_EN
signal at the receiver and RX_COL signal at the transmitter. This
is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13. (a) The response (lower trace) of the bandpass filter on the synchronization signal (upper trace). (b) Zoomed-in version of the signals at the moment the
synchronization is achieved.
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It can be seen that the delay between the two signals is less
than 400 ns. This corresponds to 40 bits, since we have to keep
in mind that 4B/5B encoding is performed in the transmitter.
Since we do not have a switch within a single collision domain
and we do not require a JAM signal, this delay is very small. As
far as the digital circuitry is concerned, all the delays comply
with the standard [1], and are given in Table II.
The two parts of the incoming signal used for clock and data
recovery are following amplification filtered by means of band-
pass and bandstop filters with center frequency of 125 MHz,
in the clock path and the data path, respectively. The bandpass
filter used for clock recovery is a surface acoustic wave (SAW)
filter with a 3-dB bandwidth of about 3 MHz, corresponding to
the measured response time of about 400 ns. This is very im-
portant for clock extraction since we have to achieve synchro-
nization within the first 480 ns of the data packet. The measured
response of the filter on the input synchronization signal is pre-
sented in Fig. 13.
The amplified 125-MHz clock signal is then brought to a de-
cision circuit for data extraction.
Part of the signal goes through the data path and is filtered by
a passive fourth order bandstop filter [14] and amplified. The
clock signal is properly delayed to ensure that both clock and
data signal arrive at the decision circuit at the same time. The
clock and the extracted data signal, together with the carrier
sense signal, now go to the input of the FPGA chip to be pro-
cessed for transmission to the MAC layer. A part of the FPGA
output signal is monitored at the logic analyzer.
In the final network realization, for application in home and
office premises, all the analog and digital parts of the PLD must
be integrated, which will drastically decrease the size of the card
and reduce the costs.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented fiber-optic LAN architectures for FTTD
application suited for lowering the cost of bringing optical
fiber all the way to the user. To achieve this, we have based
our designs primarily on the most used Ethernet protocol.
Moreover, we have used multimode fibers together with multi-
mode polymer-based integrated star couplers and coarse WDM
(de)multiplexers and short wavelength lasers and detectors.
Using short wavelengths offers the possibility for integrating Si
photodiodes with the receiver front-end using straightforward
CMOS technology, something that will contribute to decreased
overall implementation cost of the networks. Further decrease
in costs is achieved through the low downtime of the network,
low maintenance cost, and the possibility for future upgrade
since optical fibers offer large bandwidth.
The architectures presented can also accommodate the Gi-
gabit Ethernet protocol. To achieve this only NICs at the user’s
site and NICs in the router have to be replaced. It would appear
that solutions for synchronization of bursty traffic and collision
detection can be scaled to the gigabit Ethernet signaling rate of
1.25 Gb/s facilitating a new gigabit Ethernet NIC realization.
Depending on demands, the user can choose among the
architectures presented. The passive optically transparent ar-
chitecture that we have presented first is cheaper to implement
and is specially suitable for applications where no extra power
can be supplied outside of the router cabinet and where main-
tenance costs are high. The second architecture offers better
performance in a larger LAN, for example, in a bigger campus
environment.
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